
Jim Anderson 
	 12/5/86 

38 Wellesley Circle 
Glen Burnie, 1.1d. 20812 

Dear Jim, 

More re your 12/2. I could not agree with you more, you ought not argue the 
JFK assassination. On rereading your letter, however, I have further suggestions 
that, I think, go along the line you've indicated. There is not only withholding of 
information - there is control by selective leaking and the Fill was able to 
control the Warren Commission from the outset by a leak it vigorously denied. More 
t an one but of one thing, its report ordered by LBJ, referred to in the Hoover 
testimony I sent you this morning. On that I have more than you oan use and something 
I can't tell you, confirmation from the reporter, or one of them, that it was leaked 
to him and by whom. As yeu can imagine, I will forever protect hhm on this. In any 
event, I have more on this than you can use. The acting AG, Katzenbach, told the 
Comnission that while the FBI was denying it and claiming to make a vigorous 
investigation, it had done the leaking and what is beyond question, nobody else could 
have. The FBI then blamed it on the Department. Tt no hated K over that testimony, 
in executive session (Ford was DeLeach's steolpfifgeon inside the Commission), that 
he eventually re-J.019d as AG and became one of the top men in State. The nature of 
what the FBI leaked made it virtually impossible for the Commission to conclude any-
thing else and except for one conclusion, an impossibility, it concluded exactly 
what the FBI reported - and leaked. This also has relevance in the Nosenko matter, 
because if the USSR had had anything it wanted to plant as disinformation, to direct 
attention away from it, and it did net, it had no need to use kloaenko or anyone 
else for any such purpose after that leaking. I believe the first date was 12/2/63 
and the bigeost looking wan 12/4 and 5. The report didn't leave the FBI matil the 9th. 

I don't went to argue Nosenko with you but I think you should listen to that starry. 

You say the press was "blinded" on the assassination and I question that word. 
In part it was foreclosed bee:Lime everyone was told to keep quiet and except for 
the leaking all did. a more diligent press Zould not have been for'Llosed, of course. 
end I question your sugeention that this was to benefit LBJ. No question about the 
FBI, but I think i411 was the innocent beneficiary. (no, I never had any use for hie.) 
The beneficiariea were the F3I, the rest of the government and the official mytholopy. 
(Did you know that Al' used, verbatim, the "eport's first chapto as its story on the 
Report?) 

Next the DEW, not KGO, caller-in. Aftery you read what 1  wrote you'll have a 
better idea ofwhat you'd like. I referred to checking some things out, without 
detail. I remember some quite clearly because I'd not knower them about LHO and they were 
both true and not part of the official account of him and his interests. One is that 
they shot pool together and that Oswald was almost an addict to the game. This was 
true oven when he was a boy. I found those in N.O. who knew this, in particular a 
gay bartender in a gay bar# owned, remarkable coincidence, by the woman who then 
lived in the Exchange Alley apartment next to "re. Oswald's, Ma Sawyer. (I suppoee 
she was called Ma because she had so few motherly att ibutes.) When Ma had to move 
her bar this barkeep stayed with her. Johnny Kormundi (phan.). I spent a long 
Saturday morning with both of them, separately. Ma# was particelerly willing to talk 
because a friend/competitor had just been defamed in the am matter, referred to as 
the mysterious Clay Derttand on NBC TVIs assassination special. (Lnng and for you 
irrelevant story that might entertain you and Carlotta.) I'n not clear notion le-lather 
the caller-in skid that Oswald loved classical music in general, including opera, 
or just opera, but I found ie the Commission's exhibits his love for opera, his 
favorite being "queen of Spades." ,This also led to additiantievidence that he was 
anti-soviet, no much so that a Jesuit cautioned him he'd be morn effective.if he'd 



be more noderate in hie criticisms.) 

I euegeet that you think more and more diupassimurtely about "the concealment of his security clearance could mead that the CIA, in order to cover up its involve-ment in 13-0,ng Back, jeopardized a far more important operation, the overflights of the Soviet dnion." I do recall the %recapture in Indonesia and if my recollection is correct, that was the second CIA anti-Sukarno adventure. But the ehJSH knew all about the U-2 flights. howers' was the last, not the first. I think the most logical explanation is Ocean's, the simplest: protecting the official line about Oswald and any possible connection he may have had with.intelligonee. 'sere is where the Nosenko stuff, an untold story and all public domain, can be exciting. Briefly, the KGB suspected that Oswald was an American sleeper agent. Once hoeenko told that to the Fel, his three years of CIA torture, inclueine assorted ploto to assassinate him - the USSR boys in it - beeein. This is sherthand....Obviouely, the USSR had to have a pretty good notion of the U-2's capabilities to develop a misfile that could shoot it down. Here also Dulles' testimony iu in point: they'd been doing this overflight bit for a long tine. (Only one of the enchanting elements in the Dulled account of how the promising Paris summit was torpedoed. u-ed is not a phrase - yet, anyway...If you want to talk about this mey I suggest that you tape it and when you are finished let mo have the tape for archival purpose?...I've gotten more on Noaenko from the FBI and it makes a shambles of the CIA's line on distrusting Nosenko, its alleged reasons. 
I was not suggesting that you use anything on Schrand except the parts of the inquest which relate to the crypt° van and Strong Beck and where it haneened, cubic 'pint. Oh, yes, the carrier, which wan used in the anti-Sukarno adventure. ll've forgotten which carrier, but if it was the Weep, Oswald picketed it in New Orleans, the first public operation in ,hick he el&eged there.) 
Jambe.; backs the earree ecreuieelon'e executive session stuff on the Zia leaking has eome of the most remarkably appropriate language, for your purposes. 
I suggest that there is a broadede pertinence in Schrand's guard duty including the crypto van: the outfits guarded its own ?lent. I think that eaong those who testified that the five, including Oswald and Schrand, had the highee clearances is Powers. Is this in the xerox I gave you? I peobably hive more on that in my file on Jean Davison's book. Did I tell you about Alexis Davison and his family and the rizelii in Oswald's address book? A/exis was caught servicing the Penkovsky drops. I have a file on that. 

I've avoiding suggesting that Oswald had some kind of CIA connection, and his operating the special radar is not such a connection, at least not with CIA. Nobody ever mentions OtI but I've thought about that often, and without reaching any con-clusion. However, the tilIA was using people for such purposes in those days and one of the lingering mysteries is how eswald got to Helaine-4 from Heathrow when no comer-cial transportation could have gotten hie theero when he did. The CIA chocked that for the Coemiselon rani: left it hanging. Both the CIA and the Comission. 
However, I do believe that Oswald had sone kind of official connection und I did, some years ago, start a book "Agent Oswald," intendine the reader to wind up as I do, with a question mark belonging in the title. This kind of interest begins in his boyhood. And he became pretty proficient in Russian ehile a liarine. Whose last days were spent in the post CID or security office, two versions. Who got a clearly fraudulent discharge and wa:1 never charged with that. 
I won't nail this until honday to avoid the Baltinore P.O. iterbe I811 thin: of more. I ehoule be getting the government's reply brief apy day now. It has to be filed by the 0th. Teen I have until the 22d. 

Bost, 


